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Carroll: A Survey of Recent Mariology

A SURVEY OF RECENT MARIOLOGY
This year's Survey gets off to a flying start with four titles from
the English-speaking world. In first place is Theotokos: A Theological Encyclope_dia of the Blessed Virgin Mary by Michael
O'Carroll, C.S.Sp., oflreland. The publisher {M. Glazier, Wil-·
mington, Delaware; in Ireland, Dominican Publications, Dublin, 1982; by Spring, 1983, it was into its third printing, and a
paperback edition announced) calls it "elegant"; the editor of
Thtrological Studies (W.J. Burghardt) praises it as a "handsome
volume"; the founder of the Mariological Society of America
O.B. Carol) describes Theotokos ... as a "massive work:" All
these encomia are justified for this large-scale dictionary of 500
articles, completed by over 7000 references in its extensive bibliographies. The greater number of the alphabetical articles are
on authors of past and present, with particularly rich treatment
of Eastern Christian writers, although major doctrinal topics and
selected liturgical and devotional loci' theologici are also considered. Among other good things, Fr. O'Carroll has made extensive use of the full documentation of the Second Vatican Council, and he introdl!-ces into many articles quotations on the
Mary-Church analogy.
M. O'Carroll was already well-known in the worlds of writing
and Marian scholarship: one thinks of his recent book on Pius
XII, Greatness Dishonoured (Dublin, 1980), and one recalls
that he is the only native English-speaker who is a member of
the French Mariological Society, indeed has just written in
French a volume on Our Lady of Knock for publication in the
prestigious new set Sanctuaires, Pe/erinages, Documents (eds.
Laurentin and Billet). The theological encyclopedia is the result
not only of thirteen years of specific effort but also of a lifetime
of theological study. The beautifully printed book is not a coffee-table art book. Apart from the line drawing of Mary and the
swaddled Christ-Child on the cover, it has one only illustration.
-a frontispiece photograph, almost to scale, of the papyrus
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fragment from Egypt now in the]. Rylands library, Manchester,
England, our oldest evidence of prayer to Mary, the fambus Sub
tuum praesidium, the beloved "We fly to thy patron~ge, oh
holy Mother of God." That sets the tone of this admirab~e book,
a winner in any language, historical, patristic, prayerfu), theological and ecumenical in its appeal to the common Christian
past.
·
J
The second title is Mary's Place in Christian Dialogue (St.
Paul Publications, England, 1982), twenty-five papers given between 1970 and 1980 to the Ecumenical Society of thejBlessed
Virgin Mary, mostly in England, though three are from the
United States Society. Alberic Stacpoole, O.S.B., editedfhe volume, which has eight sections: ecumenical, scriptural, theological, doctrinal, the Protestant tradition, other traditions': Christian and non-Christian, historical, and devotional. Contlibutors
include Cardinal Suenens, Archimandrite Kallistos Wa~e, John
Macquarrie, Ross Mackenzie, Edward Yarnold, Bishqp Alan
Clark, the late Newman expert, C. Stephen Dessain andj others.
It is a worthy memorial tribute to H. Martin Gillet~f (d. St.
George's Day, 1980), who founded the Society in .19 67 (the
United States one dates from 1976).
1
· The third title is by one of the charter members of our Mariological Society, Kilian ]. Healy, 0. Carm., veteran thciologian
and former prior general of the Carmelite Order: The ,4ssumpt£on ofMary, as the latest (third) title in the new series The Mary
Library (published by M. Glazier, Wilmington, DJlaware,
1982). Fr. Healy.'s book, like O'Carroll's Theotokos .
is the
fruit of many years of prayer and study, and no less theological
for being pastoral and ecumenical, and even autobiogr~phical.
It was overdue; so far as I know there has been no booR-length
study on our Lady's Assumption in English, or any other language, for over a quarter-century-almost as if this gre~at mys'tery had slipped over the edge of Catholic concern after the definition of 1950.
The fourth contribution from the English-speaking )VOrl<:l is
again from the United States: the latest Marian Library ~tudies,
from the University ofDayton, edited by our man-of-affairs, T.
Koehler, S.M. It is volume eleven, dated 1979, and ~eached

·I·
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subscribers just before Christmas. The volume is part one of the
two-part study on the Mariology of Erasmus (d. 1536) by). M.
Alonso, C.M.F., of Spain, who emigrated to the heavenly city
before he could correct the galleys. To Alonso's Spanish text, Fr.
Koehler has added a sensitive foreword, fully in English, fully in
French. The title of the volume is: Erasmi Corpus Mariologicum
I; Koehler's preface is "Erasmus and the Crises of Devotion."
The materials in the ensuing Survey are divided in customary
fashion, with an overflow going into the appendix, "Further Selection": 1) periodicals and annuals; 2) magisterium; 3) Scripture and later tradition; 4) general works, specific doctrines; 5)
l~turgy and devotion; 6) ecumenism; 7) miscellany and conclusion.
1. Periodicals and annuals

The final 1981 fascicle of Ephemendes Man·ologicae (v. 31)
arrived early in 1982. Along with customary chronicles, documents and book reviews, it has three articles, two on "Mary's divine motherhood at Ephesus': by Domiciano Fernandez,
C.M.F., and). M. Alonso, C.M.F. (d. Dec. 1981). Enrique
llamas, O.C.D., has the third article, on consecration to Mary.
Fernandez gives the doctrinal setting of Ephesus, the personalities, especially Cyril and Nestorius, and puts the question, "Did
Ephesus actually define that Mary was Mother of God?" Hereplies that the Council truly proclaimed the hypostatic union and
the divine motherhood of Mary, so that he regards as otiose the
question about a dogmatic definition. Moreover, it is better to
say Mother of the Son of God, following biblical and patristic
usage, and also the general liturgical custom, with the word
God normally signifying the Father.
Fr. Alonso's paper had been given in Madrid, June 1, 1981; it
must be among his last public conferences. A first part considers
Mary of the Scriptures; he moves on to early Fathers and Councils, relating ancient opinions to current Christologies "from
·above" and "from below" and their implications for Marian doctrine. He distinguishes Thomas Aquinas of the Sentences from
Aquinas of the Summa; he moves from the "homo assumptus"
approach of Peter Lombard to strong support of "descending
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Christo logy," faithful to the balance of Chalcedon. Alonso finds
many modern Christologies "from below" (even K. Rahber) do
less than justice to the mystery of the nypostatic unioh, and
hence underplay the divine motherhood of Mary.
Llamas' nota explains the formula of consecration to t,he Immaculate Heart of Mary, said on July 3, 1981, at the end of the
seventh week of spiritual theology (Toledo). The chronicJ in this
same number, also by Llamas, reports on that Toledoll week,
which studies "Maria in los caminos de la Iglesia."
The first 1982 Ephemerides Mariologicae (v. 32) featured D.
Ferna.ndez' article on "Mary in recent Christologies fr6m the
Netherlands," read at the 37th convention of the SpaniJh Mariological Society, September, 1981. He takes up three ahthors:
A. Hulsbosch, P. Schoonenberg and E. Schillebeec~. The
Dutch theologians (Schillebeeckx is in fact Belgian) have little to
say about our Lady, apart from Schillebeeckx's Mary, MJther of
the Redemption (English, 1965; original Flemish, 1954). Yet
their Christological views have significant consequences lfor the
understanding of the title Theotokos. Hulsbosch led off yvith an
article in 1966 on 'jesus Christ, known as man, confessed as Son
of God." Over the years, Schoonenberg has come to take!a questioning position on major Marian issues, in conjunction with his
Christology, set forth in many writings, the best-know~ in English being The Christ: A Study ofthe God-Man RelatioAship in
the Whole of Creation and in jesus Christ(New York, 1~71). To
Schoonenberg, Jesus is a human person; Fernandez finds his
Christology modalistic. Schoonenberg questions the lit~ral virginal conception, in defense of the waffling position' in the
"Dutch Catechism" (New Catechism for Adults, 1966), A decade ago, there was an exchange of views between Alobso and
Schoonenberg on this' matter in Ephemerides Mariolog~cae (v.
21, 1971), and G. Girones again took issue with Schooqenberg
there (v. 23, 1973). Schoonehberg's theology of original sin affects the Immaculate Conception as well. And if the Word of
God does not exist as a person before the Incarnation, ~ matter
Sc~oonenberg leaves in doubt, it is difficult to see what "jMother
of God" can mean.
Fernandez tackles Schillebeeckx's experiential theological and

I
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hermeneutical method and his reinterpretation of doctrines,
specifically the divine maternity and the virginity of Mary, especially as set forth in jesus: An Experiment in Chnstology (New
York, 1979); I did a lengthy review of the latter in The Thomzst
45 Oanuary, 1981) 144-50. Considering Schillebeeckx's reply
(April 13, 1977) to questions from the Congregation for Doctrine, Fernandez concedes that Schillebeeckx does indeed affirm
the divinity of Christ and hence the divine motherhood of Mary,
yet still confesses perplexity in reading him. On the virginal conception of Jesus, Schillebeeckx takes an ambiguous stand in his
jesus . .. (as I noted in my just-mentioned review). Fernandez
faults him for inadequate exegesis and neglecting subsequent
interpretations and the living faith of the Church as ways to understand scriptural data, although Fernandez reports fairly
Schillebeeckx's technique of leaving questions open without
denying Church teaching.
In the same issue, Rene Laurentin gives a foretaste of his fullscale book just out (I have not yet gotten hold of it) on the infancy narratives, in his article "semiotic analysis of the gospels of
Mary." The article seems a sort of bozzetto of the full book. He
begins with defining "semiotic," better known popularly as
structuralism, and defends its application to exegesis. Semiology
was originally of linguistic application, by Fr. de Saussure (d.
1913), subsequently by Levi-Strauss and others. As its etymology suggests (semeon for sign), semiology studies how signs produce (or induce) understanding. Semiology focuses on the basic
sounds emanating from the whole voice apparatus, not however
on a phonetic basis (phonemes) but on "elements de significa- ·
tion (semes)." "Semiotic" differs from grammatical (words) and
from literary (forms of expression); it explains the origin of .
meaning from basic elements that produce the sense. What
matters is the inter-relationship between these basic units, their
organization. Three elements are comprised under semiotic
work: a) narrative program; b) "le modele de Greimas (fl.
1966)"; c) "ca?Te semiotique. "Under b) the concern is with the
personages or objects whose action make the account proceed,
who carry on the story (recit). The "semiotic square" works out
of contraries and contradictories, e.g., the privacy of Susanna in
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the book of Daniel is contradicted by the prying of the wicked
old men: truth and deceit are contrasted. Laurentin summarizes
the results of a number of semiotic investigations of th~ Lukan
and Matthaean nativity stories, also the Johannine CJna and
Calvary accounts. In concluding, he notes values and dahgers in
semiology. The technique opens up new perspectives, s~mbolic
values hitherto little appreciated. A drawback is the risM of emphasizing the instrument more than the text it seeks to open up.
Semiology (or structuralism) must not be allowed to dispense
with either the authors or the events related. ·
J
A third article is by the late Fr. Alonso (the issue op~ns with
an In memoriam for him, 1913-1981): "on the secret oflFatima,
yet again." Fr. Alonso had prepared this paper to give iJ Puerto
Rico Oan., 1982). Two days after Ephemerides Mariolokicae received the text, he entered the hospital, where he died lDecember 12, 1981. The article begins by calling attention to ~lonso's
book of 1976 on the famous "secret" of Fatima: The Secret of
Fatima. Fact and Legend (Ravengate Press, Cambridge!, Mass.,
1979). In this final article he sought again to allay false tears associated with Fatima, where the exaggerated curiosity' has extended even to making up interviews with Pope John Paul II on
the subject. Whatever "secret" or "secrets" there be ar~ meaningless apart from the total setting and careful relatio~ship to
basic truths of the faith. Alonso's closing paragraphs are his valedictory and a renewal of the Claretian profession of this {nissionary son of the Immaculate Heart of Mary: whatever danger the
future may hold, even world catastrophe, the Christian:attitude
is serene trust. Let us hold fast to the core of the Fatima message
-conversion, penance, true devotion to the Immaculale Heart

~Mary.

1

The second 1982 issue was a double-number in tribute to Fr.
Alonso, on the motif, "Maria Mater Ecclesiae." D. Fe~nandez
wrote the obituary and bibliography. Born late De~ember,
1913, baptized January 6, 1914, as a young clerical st~dent he
narrowly escaped being killed during the Spanish Civil War and
did two years of his studies in the Chilean consulate in ~adrid.
He was ordained in 1941, and almost at once took an active part
in theological societies. He did advance.d studies in Rdme and
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Paris after the 2nd World War. At the Vatican Council he was a

peritus for the Spanish bishops. His Mariological work is wellknown, and in 1966, he was commissioned to do a definitive
study on Fatima, an enormous unpublished task in which he
was still engaged at his death.
There are six articles on Mary, Mother of the Church, plus a
bibliography on the subject by A. Rivera, C.M.F. The contributors are Jean Galot (theology <;>f the title); X. Pikaza (theological foundation and pastoral significance of the title); D. Fernandez (historical origins); Andres Molina Prieto (the pontifical
documents); M. Garrido Bonafio (in the liturgy as promulgated
by Paul VI); and R. Casanovas Cortes ("Mother of the Church"
in the texts and acta of Vatican II). For Galot, the title, Mother
of the Church, captures an essential quality of Mary's mission.
She is Mother of the Savior, Theotokos; she is mother of the
Church, which is the prolongation of the Incarnation. Paul VI
drew from the teaching of the 2nd Vatican Council a conclusion
the Council itself stopped short of- the title, Mother of the
Church, which John Paul II has continued to use. Mary is member, model and also mother of the Church; no title can beneglected. Galot considers two elements in Mary's motherhood of
the Church: 1) origins and 2) development. In consenting to the
messianic maternity, Mary had pan in the formation of the
Church, the new kingdom of her Son. On Calvary, she consented to her Son's death in order to receive another son. Her individual maternity cannot be separated from her maternity with
regard to the community, the Church, the "scattered children of
God reassembled into unity" (cf. John 11, 52). The role of the
Holy Spirit at the Annunciation is prolonged into the experience
of Pentecost. In the development of the Church there is the actual present concern of Mary, her motherly intercession. One
such element is her role as "mother of unity."
D. Fernandez studies the early history of Mater Ecclesiae. He
begins with the mistake of the fifth-century funerary inscription, where the carver sculpted Mater Ecclesiae in place of Mater
Ecclesia (among other mis-spellings!), as was pointed out by the
American scholar who died so tragically young, W. Plumpe, in
his Catholic University study of 1943, Mater Ecclesia. An In-
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quiry into the Concept of the Church as Mother in Early Christianity, and using also the more recent researches ofW.fDurig,
"Ist die Inschrift des Magus-Epitaphs die friiheste Bezeugung
des neuen liturgischen Marientitels 'Mutter der Kirc~e'?" in
Munchener Theologische Zeitschrift 27 (1976) 376-84. ]he first
explicit testimonies come from the Middle Ages, beginning with
Ven. erable Bede (d. 735), then in Philip of Harvent (d.l1183),
though in Augustinian style Philip applies "Mother of the
Church" not only to Mary, but to the synagogue and to grace, as
do other authors. A not well-identified Berengaud (9lh-12th
cc.!) blends an ecclesial and Marian interpretation for "Mkter Ecclesiae" in a commentary on the Apocalypse, and thi!reenthcentury monastic theology further refines the tide. Rdpert of
Deutz (d. 1135?) applies the Canticle of Canticles to odr Lady,
and along with the title "mater ecclesiarum" sees a bclnd between the Church's faith and Mary's: Fides ista, fides! tua, o
Maria, fides nostra est. Liturgical examples from the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries survive; then Denis the. Carthu~ian (d.
1471), St. Antoninus of Florence (d. 1458) and St. Llwrence
Justinian (d. 1455) continue the trend.
Rafael Casanovas Cortes writes of the title in the Gouncil,
from the. now-published complete acta (1970-80), whidh offer
wide scope for study and commentary. Including the fidal one,
there were seven recensions of the conciliar chapter on oJr Lady,
plus the interventions and other documentation. Corte~ traces
the changes through the Council. "Mater ecclesiae" appdared in
the first draft (Nov. 23, 1962); this version was mainly b~ K. Balic. At this stage both Cardinal Suenens and Cardinal N1ontini
favored the title. Text two differed from the first only in!its new
title, "De beata Maria Virgine Mater Ecclesiae," and was Histributed May, 1963. A third draft was ready by the fall of 19.63, for
the second session. The objection was made that the cbntents
did not match the title, along with other objections, ~uch as
"not traditional, not clear, not ecumenical," but there whe also
aiguments in strong support. Text four was the eighth ~hapter
of Lumen gentium, "De beata Maria Virgine Deipara fn mysterio Christi et Ecclesiae"; G. Philips and K. Balic had p6t it together in five successive redactions. The view of Philips, "mater

l
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fidelium" rather than "mater ecclesiae," prevailed. The word
"mediatrix" found its way back in, but not "Mater ecclesi~e." A
filth text was given the Fathers in the third session, October 27,
1964, with the phrase from Benedict XIV incorporated, "tamquam matrem amantissimam." Casanovas summarizes the arguments to retain "Mater ecclesiae," and does the same for the other side, the strongest voice of which was Bishop Sergio Mendez
Arceo of Cuernavaca (Mexico). A sixth text, ready by November
14; 1964, listed the mod£ of the Fathers to the previous schema
along with the response of the commission (95 modt). The title
of the chapter was still being debated; some still wanted "Mater
Ecclesiae." In the final text (no. 7), "Mater ecclesiae" does not
appear. But on the day Lumen gentium was promulgated, Paul
VI proclaimed Mary Mother of the Church in solemn style.
Since last year's Survey, the final issue of Mananum for 1980
arrived, a double-number, fasc. 3-4, of volume 42; also all of
volume 43 (1981) in two double-numbers. Along with the expected documents, chronicles and book reviews, there are articuli and miscellanea. The final 1980 issue has two articles and
two miscellany items. One article is by A. Amato, S.D.B.,. on
Our Lady of Guadalupe as example of "inculturated theology"
("Mariologia in contesto. Un esempio di teologia inculturata: II
volto meticcio di Maria de Guadalupe [Puebla n. 446]"). As last
year's Survey noted, Guadalupe has become a prominent example of Catholic religion in local piety, with our Lady as the instigator, thanks to the anniversary (1531-1981), the papal visit,
and the Puebla gathering of Latin American bishops. Arriato
underscores the role of our Lady in evangelization according to
the Puebla documents. Mary is Mother and Model of the Latin
American Church, and of the Latin American man and woman.
Jean Esquerda Bifet writes of Mary in the kerygma, the primitive missionary evangelization reflected in the New Testament,
and recent Church documents, conciliar and pontifical. In the
miscellany section, Tarcisio Stramare, O.S.J., writes of St. Joseph, spouse of the Blessed Virgin. Romano Guarnieri writes of
"new and old sources for a 'new' history of sanctuaries," a plea
for an historical sense and care for records and documents as well
as for critical theology.
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The first 1981 number, a double fascicle (v. 43), has albig section of Documenta: Pope John Paul II, Roman congregations,
episcopal conferences. Under Studi'a, there are five articl~s and a
single miscellanea item (F. Courth, S.A.C., on the Mariology
situation in the German language). All five articles are ~m Mary
in modern catechisms: Italy (G. M. Medica, S.D.B.); German
language (A. Exeler); Spain (M. Matos, S.J.); Flemishj(H. M.
Moons, O.S.M.); and the United States (by our Theodore Koehler, S.M., here printed in French, "La place de Marieldans la
catechese postconciliaire aux Etats-Unis"). Fr Koehler's report is
of his customary thoroughness, with an optimistic concldsion on
Mary's place in post-conciliar English language catechisrrls. In all
cases, the authors note the influence oh the new catecHisms of
the second Vatican Council and relevant documents frox'n Rome
(as Maria/is cultus) and national episcopal conferences. J
Along with documents, the same number had also a~big section of chronicles: 38th meeting of the French Mariological Society (Sept., 1981), written by T. Koehler, accompanied By president Charles Molette's introductory remarks at the sessidn; 20th
national week of Marian studies, Faenza, Italy (Sept., 19.81), on
"Mary and the Family Today," by S. DeFiores; the 37th ~Spanish
Mariological Society week, Alicanta (Sept., 1981), on tfue bearing of modern Christologies on Mario logy, by GaspJr Calvo
Moralejo; Sth international ecumenical conference at ~Canter
bury (Sept., 1981), sponsored by the Ecumenical Societ;y of the
B.V.M., and reported by L. Gambero, S.M. (the eighf papers
appeared in the Summer, 1982 [whole number 4S] Supplement
to The Way); the 2nd Mariological Symposium of the d::roatian
Mariological Institute, at Marija Bistrica, near Zagreb! (Sept.,
1981) by P. Melada, O.F.M.; the 2nd Mariological-Marfan congress of Mexico (Oct., 1981), by P. Melada; the centre o£Marian
culture Mater Ecclesiae on "how to present Mary tq adults
today," Rome (Dec., 1981) by M. Teresa Sotgiu; and 17th national meeting of rectors of Italian sanctuaries on "Mariap consecration the spiritual road of the Church," by D. Gaetano Meaolo.
There are three articles and a single miscellany one (R., Bertalo
on "ecumenism in Italy: Protestantism and Mary"). The first article is exegetical: "The Literary Forms of Luke 1, S-25. and 1,
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26-38," by Fergus 6 Fea.r;ghail of Ireland, who departs from the
"annunciation form" used by Leon-Dufour, R.E. Brown, Munoz
Iglesias and others. He proposes instead the pattern of "call narrative," with many Old Testament parallels. In an as-yet-unpublished paper, P. Bellet, O.S.B., of the Semitics Department, Catholic University of America, takes the same tack.
Lukan literary form (Lk 1, 5-25) is that of a miracle story, turning around the tardy conception of John the Baptist, whereas
Luke 1, 26-38 represents a call narrative, "putting Mary alongside the great Old Testament figures called by God to play an
active part in saving his people . . . underlies her . . . active and
decisive role in salvation history." .
Four of the five numbers for 1982 have come for Cahiers Marials (27e annee). The January issue (whole no. 131) is given to
"Mary, baptism and Lent," with articles by H. Cazelles (Mary
and baptism in the Holy Spirit), A. Bossard (two pieces: Mary's
presence at baptism and to the baptized, and the consecration
of infants to our Lady at Chartres),]. Laurenceau (Lent and baptism), and Pere Poisson (on the shrine ofNotre Dame du Cap in
Canada). The theme of the 1981 international Eucharistic congress at Lourdes was ':Jesus Christ the bread broken for a new
world." That was broadened to "with Mary, servants in the
Church for a new world" as the motif of 1982 Lourdes pilgrimages, and is the theme also of the April Cahiers Marials (no.
132). There are five main articles, the last (by Hubert Basley,
S.M.M.) a celebration on the theme, composed for the big
Montfort pilgrimage to Lourdes, Spring, 1982. Pierre Grelot,
P .S.S., supplies the biblical consideration (the promise of a new
world). Under the rubric recherche, Jean Gonthier, C.M., writes
about the dawn of a new world in our Lady's Immaculate Conception and Assumption. J. Bordes ("Mary for Today") writes on
the influence of Mary's example for building a new world.
The annual meeting Oan. 1982 at rue du Bac) of the French
Association of Marian Apostolic Works chose as theme "consecration," with two of its main papers in the June Cahiers Marials
(n. 133): H. Cazelles on "The Spirit that consecrated Christ,
Mary and the Church," pursued further from a theological point
of view in Bossard's "Consecrated in order to consecrate them-
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selves." Jean Laurenceau has an article on the place of Mary in
evangelization. A splendid illustration of deep Marian piJty and
selfless evangelization was Abbe Henri Godin, in an arJicle by
Mgr. Glorieux, reprinted from the January, 1957, Cahie}s Maria!s. Godin was only 38 when he died, January, 1944. ffi:e survived childhood ill health to become a priest dedicatedjto the
poor, especially young workers. Among his many writiqgs was
La France, pays de mission?, and in English Maisie Ward helped
make him known. The Blessed Virgin held an extraoE'dinary
place in his spiritual life and intense apostolate.
The fourth 1982 issue (Sept., whole no. 134) was on Mary's
presence in pastoral work, from four areas: France, Latin
erica, Italy and Poland, all showing the active presence of Mary in
the Church- today, as yesterday, and as will be also tom!orrow.
The French report is by Bishop Vilnet, chairman of the french
Bishops Conference. Remi Morel, S.M.M., writes ofj Latin
America; Stanislas Jez of Poland; G.-M. Medica, O.S.M., of
Italy. A final article by G. Besutti, O.S.M., is on the his~ory of
Fatima. Vilnet's is an interview with A. Bossard, editor :of Cahiers Manals. Notre-Dame, both the title and the perso9!, is a
profound and indispensable part of historic French Catholicism.
T?e Latin Americ~n article appeals to the place of ~arylin the
htstory of that regton, then to modern documents ltke that of
the bishops who"met at Puebla in early 1979. The author!recalls
how Columbus, heading for the New World, had his crrw say
on the night of August 3, 1492:}esus cum Mana sit nobis sa/us
in via, and rechristened his flagship Santa Mana, with th~ Salve
Regina sung daily on the voyage. Guadalupe {1531) and other
manifestations and shrines are also mentioned, but ~pecial
-yvei~ht is given the Puebla teachings on Mary's place in e~an.geltzatton.
·
'
·
The 1981, Epernon, meeting of the French Mariologicl\1 Society (Etudes mana!es, 38e annee) took up "Faut-zl revzser les
dogmes concernant Marie: Mere de Dieu, Vierge, Immac'u!ee?"
Over the date of May, 1982, Charles Molette writes a meborial
notice on GeorgesJouassard {1895-1981), president ofth~ Society, 1949 to 1962. Maurice Jourjon had already written ip tribute in Etudes maria!es, vol. 23 ( 1966) and published a bibliog-
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raphy.Jouassard replaced Tixeront at Lyons in 1923. In 1932, he
published his article on "firstborn of the Virgin in Irenaeus and
Hippolytus." His studies of the late forties on the Assumption
combined scientific rigor and an understanding of the faith.
Master archivist Molette comments sadly that the documentation on the preparation of the Lyons national congress on our
Lady of 1954, in which Jouassard had a large part, was destroyed, and thatjouassard himself did not save his own papers
from it either. The Society meetings of 1951-53 (Mary-Church),
1954-57 (Eve-Mary), and 1959-61 (spiritual motherhood) anticipated the 2nd Vatican Council. Molette concluded by quoting
Jouassard's description of Irenaeus, and applying it to the twentieth-century Lyons theologian himself.
Molette also wrote the introduction to the 1981 session. Taking his cue from letters ofBlondel of early 1903, just after Loisy's
L'Evangile et I'Eglise, Molette stresses the importance of never
losing sight of the life which gave birth to old documents and
gives them their full sense. It is the theologian's task to prepare
explanations which the magisterium can use to nourish the people of God (so also Dei Verbum, no. 8). He also quotes Congar
to the effect that the only eyes capable of reading the scriptures
are the eyes of the total Church, that is, the believing, praying,
and witnessing Church, especially in the liturgy. Cazelles has expressed it similarly: modern man must be demythologized by
the sacred text, not vice versa.
T. Koehler's paper on theatakas focused the question at the
start: one's Christology determines his view of Mary as Mother of
God. He notes recent explorations of the theme in Spain, Italy
and America. The title theatakas, rooted in the bible, is intensely personal. Does the bible justify what theatakas says
about jesus himself, that he is Son of God? Koehler summarizes
biblical criticism and its consequences for understanding theatakas: the pre-existence of Christ, Son of God, as well as his humanity in the lowliness of the incarnation, true Son of Mary.
Under doctrine, he looks at the small place of Mary inK. Barth's
Christology, in spite of strong support for Ephesus and the virginal conception. He summarizes Bonhoeffer as well, gently regretting that he made no place for Mary in his Christology of the
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Word. For, as Koehler puts it, "the Theotokos is the ikon of the
mystery of the transcendence and immanence which i~ Jesus:
Word and Son of the Father, the reaching out and gift of~God to
us sinners. The Christology of the Word need not exclude the
mother ofJesus, the first believer, the Theotokos." Koeh~er does
call attention to a little-known sermon Bonhoeffer gave in London, December 17, 1933 (the great Advent Marian Sunday), on
the Magnificat.
.
J
For Catholic authors, Koehler selects K. Rahner, H. Kling, L.
Boff, E. Schillebeeckx, and W. Thlising. On Thlising's!sweeping dismissal of communt'catt'o t'dt'omatum as both non-biblical
and out-moded, Koehler notes the reduced sense of p~e-exis
tence in Thlising, and his indulgence in abstractions whidh leave
Mary altogether out of consideration. Koehler says it is w~ll theology speak a modern language, and even better to relatJ Christology to theology, but that is precisely the invitation coAtained
in theotokos. "Mary saves Christology and the commfmt'catt'o
t'dt'omatum; through her God has taken our human hature,
without losing his divinity." Of Kling's "tendentious" reauction
of theotokos, the less notice taken the better; Koehler'J strong
yet courteous criticism is more than justified.
J
Boffs extended, indeed somewhat extravagant, consideration
of Mary is in his book on the "maternal face of God," {vith its
subtitle: interdisciplinary study on the feminine and its r~ligious
forms; the Brazilian original came out in 1979: 0 rostra .Jzaterno
de Deus, a Spanish translation in Madrid, 1980, Elrostro1materno de Dt'os. Schillebeeckx seems to have moved from hiJ earlier
insistence on Mary as Mother of God (Mary, Mother of}he Redemption, New York, 1965) to an experiential approacH that is
reluctant to give a clear answer to the question, "Is Jeshs God
made man?" with its unavoidable consequences for thebtokos.
In conclusion, Koehler notes theology must respect thd guidelines of Marialt's cultus: biblical, liturgical, ecumenical, knthropological, leading to a doctrinal synthesis that will be ~rinitar
ian, christological, and ecclesial, with special sensitivit~ to the
Holy Spirit. Whatever code we may use to crack the bible and
other ancient documents, whatever our hermeneutics~ and so
many are currently available- techniques must not rule over re-
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vealed truth. The dilemma, either from above or from below, is
false; both have value· to understand theotokos as basically
Christological. Under liturgy, here is a sample sentence: "In Byzantine liturgy the way of truth (via veritatis) has found its necessary complement in the way of beauty (via pulchritudinis)."
Under "ecumenical," Max Thurian's address to Saragossa, October, 1979, is quoted on behalf of tradition. A return to the Fathers is in order. The "anthropological" respects the difference
between the kind of life Mary and her contemporaries lived and
the present-day woman's experience and aspirations, admitting
also that certain Marian pieties are now passe.
R. Laurentin did the paper, "Conceived of Virgin Mary ...
in light of dogmatic revisions," on one of the doctrines most imperilled by the religious and cultural crises of recent decades.
There are four sections to Laurentin's study: 1) recent fall-off of
the belief; 2) historical-exegetical reasons for the new view; 3)
presuppositions behind the shift; 4) how the dogma involves
not only a symbol but an historical and biological reality. Our of
the 18th-century "enlightenment" came 19th-century liberal
Protestant denial of the virgin birth. Not until the 1960s did
public Catholic challenge to the traditional belief emerge, of
which the ambivalent silence of the New Catholic Catechism
(the "Dutch" Catechism, first published October, 1966) is the
best-known example. Laurentin traces the debate into Germany, France, America and Spain. He notes sagely that much
Catholic questioning was not in terms of outright denial, which
would be easier to deal with, bur'rather through raising doubts.
These were more corrosive than full denial, by avoiding open
confrontation, maintaining traditional terms, yet giving them a
merely symbolical sense, e.g., Mary is virgin "spiritually," not
biologically, whatever the cost to straight use of language.
Laurentin summarizes various interpretations of the virgin
birth in Matthew and Luke: attempts to eliminate the relevant
verses, explain them as late additions, turn them into theolougomena from biblical or non-biblical sources. That the virgin birth
was not held by early Christians out of necessity to explain the
divine sonship is shown by the very silence of Mark's gospel and
Paul's epistles, including Galatians 4, 4. With L. Legrand (his
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doctorate, defended at Paris, June, 1979, was L'Annonce

a

Marie; it was published by Cerf, 1981.) and A. Serra, Ladrentin
holds against R. E. Brown the likelihood of Mary's membriesas
source of the virgin birth account, linking the virginal c}:mception to the Holy Spirit. Along with apocalyptic senses, the formulas (keeping, treasuring, retaining in one's heart) h~ve sapiential meanings and can refer to transmitting recollect~ons.
Laurentin's third section examines the presuppositiohs behind the exegesis of the past two decades against a literall virgin
birth. There are four: distaste for miracles; a move away from
"privileges," whether for Jesus or his mother; a new evaluation
of sexuality, so much so even the word "virgin" has fallJn into
contempt, strangely shown in some current liturgical texts] which
turn Luke's clear "virgin" into just "young woman." A corollary
adds that certain feminist propaganda, as well as pleas fJr married priests, hold celibacy to be a non-Christian and op~ressive
clericalism, with the Virgin Mary part of the power pia~. The
fourth presupposition is philosophical, especially rationali~m; to
this outlook neither the virgin birth nor the resurrection is congenial. Ancient Jews and Greeks found the virginal concbption
no easier to accept. Another philosophical difficulty is stless on
the subjective over the objective, e.g., when someonJ says,
"Why a virginal conception; it doesn't mean anything td me."
Laurentin then explores the "sense" of the virgin birth as J theological question. Reduce it to pure symbol, evacuate it bf any
historical and biological reality; what meaning is left to i!? The
gospels give the basic sense-the New Creation, under tije sign
of the Sp'irit. In the Fathers of the fourth and fifth centuries the
development of asceticism in celibacy and virginity for tHe sake
of the kingdom added a new understanding to Mary's virkinity,
as prototype linked to the New Creation.
I
The credal "conceived of the Holy Spirit, born of the Wirgin
Mary" throws light on: 1) the mystery of the incarnation, 2) the
mystery of salvation taken in its totality, 3) Mary herself. Light
on the incarnation- the virgin birth attests that Christ is the
Son of God, a theme common to Latins and Greeks.. Light on
gospel salvation- Christ's victory is through poverty, not oy human means, gratuitously through the freedom of virginity, not
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by ordinary human procreatio~. God's choice of a woman flew
in the face of precedent; what a contrast between the splendor
of Zachary in the great temple and the lowliness of Mary in despised Nazareth. As K. Barth explained, eros gives way to
agape. The virgin birth throws light on Mary herself. She conceived in faith, in response to the Word of God. The Fathers
identified symbolically faith and virginity, as Augustine's
phrase, virginitas mentis, integra fides. Prius mente quam ventre concepit- here also is the key to Mary as model of the
Church and of every Christian. At the end of his thought-provoking article Laurentin takes an optimistic stand; the questions
of recent years have led to deeper understanding of the virgin
birth not as a prodigy (credo quia absurdum!) but in profounder
grasp of the New Creation and other aspects of God's merciful
sending of his Son, the Good News in person, conceived of the
Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary.
Henri Marie Manteau-Bonamy, O.P., writes of "The Immaculate Conception in relation to the Incarnation and the gift of
grace." He has studied this theme also in the writings of St.
Maximilian Kolbe, canonized this past October 10 (1982). Manteau-Bonamy is chagrined that recent studies on original sin virtually sidestep the Immaculate Conception, thereby disregarding the analogy of faith. He uses a 1982 article by G. Bavaud as
an instance of an ecumenical approach to the Immaculate Conception, not by way of privilege but rather in terms of the history of salvation, the dominance of grace. Mary's holiness, her
exemption from "the sin of the world," bears witness that the
virginal conception of Jesus is totally under the influence of the
Holy Spirit. And D. Fernandez noted in a recent study that the
Immaculate Conception celebrates not simply Mary's freedom
from this "least of sins," the analogous sin we call original sin,
but rather her total holiness, her election and predestination.
For Manteau-Bonamy, such a view respects St. Thomas' insistence on Mary's perfect holiness; for her motherhood touches·
the whole person of her Son, not just his body.
In recent times, Vatican II is a good instance, we have come to
see the action of the Holy Spirit on Mary at the Annunciation as
his personal mission to her (Lumen gentium, art. 21; Adgentes,
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art. 4). Mary was able to receive ·the Word in her spirit as in her
body, because she was created in justice, immaculat~. The
phrase, divine maternity, first appeared in the Italian Dominican Nazarius (1620). For a long time there was a strange! nominalistic separation made by theologians between Mary'sl moral
holiness and her physical motherhood.· The insistence in the
French School (Berulle and Olier) on Mary's divine mateunity as
corresponding to "divine paternity" went to the other ettreme:
"Divine in its term (the Son) Mary's maternity is equally}divine
with respect to its principle (the Spirit)." He complains/ about
the loss of force of the biblical words for Spirit in French translation; the same seems true of English. The "breath" of G6d that
1
breathes into us has been tamed into the abstract Esp rit and
Spirit (here I feel the Saxon "Ghost" was the stronger !;word).
The confusion is obvious in such a pleonasm as "breath of the
Spirit." He offers a brief disquisition on human freedom in tak1
ing up the question, "Could holy Mary have refused her consent?" (See John 3, 8 for freedom in the free Spirit).
Volume 46 of Estudios Mananas came from the 36th' week,
Sept. 9-12, 1980, held at Virgen del Camino, Leon, pufulished
from Salamanca, 1981. There are seventeen papers ijn the
480-page volume, even then not every paper read was inJluded.
The first part is: general aspects of Mary and evangelizatibn (the
whole volume is titled, Mana y Ia evangelizacion), with ~rticles
by C. Pozo (theological principles), J. Cascante Davila (ldcarnation-Mary-Church), P. M.a Valpuesta (salient aspectsiofthe
theme), J. Esquerda Bifet (Mary the first evangelist), P. de
Anasagasti (missionary dimension of Mary), ]. Polo Carrasco
(gifts of ~he Holy Spirit and the Virgin Mary). Part twb is on
Mary and catechesis: G. Aranda (considerations from jcoptic
apocrypha), I. Vazquez Janeiro (primitive Mexican evangelization), E. Llamas (16th-century catechisms), A. Sarmientb (current Spanish catechisms), L. M.a Herran (the catechistJrlan Lupez de Ubeda), G. Calvo Moralejo (Felipe Diez on Mary as
teacher and evangelist), N. Garcia Garces (on St. Anth9ny M.
Claret), V. M.a Blat (apostolate of St. Therese of Lisieux through
Mary). Part three (otros estudios) has A. Martinez Sierr~ (how
speak of Mary to today's youth?),]. Colomina Tomer (tm~vards a

I
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study of Mary's personality), A. Molina Prieto (true devotion to
Mary according to Padre Feij6o, 18th-century author influenced
by P. Segneri [d. 1694]).
Spain has given us also the new set Scripta de Maria, from Saragossa; volumes 3 (1980) and 4 (1981) have come to my notice.
The 1980 one is 653 pages; among its rich contents: a tribute to
). de Aldama, S.J. (d. March, 1980) and his "Espiritualidad
mariana," found in his papers; Ismael Bengoechea Izaguirre,
0. C. D. , on the role of Mary in the life and work of Christopher
Columbus; C. Pozo on the Council of Basel's "definition" of the
Immaculate Conception. In vol. 4 (1981), de Ia Potterie writes
of Mary and Cana; S. Folgado Florez of Augustine on Mary's virginity; Bp. Peralta on Chromatius of Aquileia.
2. Magisterium
Under this heading it would be possible to give a long list of
documents of Pope John Paul II, Roman congregations, joint
pastorals and individual episcopal letters from many countries.
This is handled in Marianum, Ephemen"des Man"ologicae, La
Documentation Cathol£que, The Pope Speaks, the weekly English L'Osservatore Romano and other journals, without requiring further detailed consideration here. For example, the Holy
Father spoke of Mary Immaculate in the life of the Polish martyr
of charity who died in Oswiecim (Auschwitz) August 14, 1941,
St. Maximilian Maria Kolbe, O.F.M. Conv., and further developed the saint's teaching in his December 8th homily at St.
Mary Major ("Mary's sanctity in the order of salvation," L'Osservatore Romano, Dec. 13, 1982; the homily from the canonization, October 10, was in the October 18 issue). Leaving aside
snide comments some publicists have made about St. Maximilian's Mariology, but sensitive to the confusion many Catholics
experience at his language and approach to Mary, it strikes me as
very well put in the Christmas issue of the weekly Amenca in a
review of a new book on the saint. The book is by Patricia
Treece, A Man for Others. Maximzlian Kolbe Saint ofAuschwitz
(New York, 1982); the reviewer, A. Robert Casey, notes how Fr.
Kolbe's spirituality was rooted in devotion to Mary, "the Immaculata,·~ and though such devotion might seem these years to
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have been extravagant "the positive effects of it in his love for
people, his effectiveness as a religious leader, his expertiJe in the
classroom or in the pulpit, as an editor and columnist an1d counselor, testify eloquently to the depth of his love for Chrih channeled as it was through his devotion to his mother" (America,
Dec. 25, 1982, p. 418).
·
According to the review by D.]. Grimes, C.S.C., in the December, 1982 Theological Studies, of the book by Peter *ichols,
long-time Roman correspondent of the London Times, The
Pope's Divisions: The Roman Catholic Church Today, N~ ichols,
not a Catholic, "plumbs with a sharp eye on trends and the future. He accords Paul VI credit for a keener grasp of popular Catholicism than many other Vatican II Churchmen becauJe of his
recognition of and support for the renewal of Marian d~votion
after the Council."
}
Of magisterial interest also is the common pastoral message of
fourteen United States Hispanic Bishops, dated July 221. 1982,
published in full in Origins 12 (August 12, 1982) 145-1!52, and
excerpted in the 1983 Catholic Almanac under the tid~. "The
Bishops Speak with the Virgin." The joint pastoral deal~ forcefully with justice, and appeals to the Virgin of Guadalupe (the
opening words are: "Four hundred and fifty years afterj ... ").
Papal infallibility continues to be studied; an interesting interchange ran through several numbers of Religious rstudies
(Cambridge University Press). It began in 1980, with arl1 article
on behalf of infallibility by A. P. Martinich of Austin (Texas)
University, to which Patrick McGrath (lecturer in philos6phy in
Cork, Ireland) replied later that year. In the March, 19821, issue,
Martinich and McGrath went at it again.

I

1

1

3. Scripture and later tradition
·
·
Biblical studies on our Lady continue to appear in goo numbers, as the initial periodical section of this Survey has ~hown.
New Testament Abstracts, the French Bulletin signaletiqlte, and
other references list quite a few. Just at Christmas, on th~ eve of
this convention, advertisements arrived for two pro'mising
books, one by Rene Lauren tin on the gospels of the iAfancy,
subtitled "the truth of Christmas beyond the myths, 'exegese et
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semiotique, theologie et historicite.' " (full title: Les evangiles
de l'enfance du Christ (Matthieu 1-2 et Luc 1-2} Verite de Noel
au-de/a des mythes. The other is by the Italian Servite, Aristide
Serra, Sapienza e contemplazione di Maria secondo Luca 2, 19.
51b (Rome, Edizioni Marianum, dated 1982).
The October, 1982 Interpretation has among its "expository
articles" James P. Martin's reflections on the lit.urgical reading
Luke 1:39-47 (Mary's visit to Elizabeth), a noteworthy Protestant
appreciation of the Virgin Mary (36 [October, 1982] 394-399).
Sister M. Sylvia Maurer, C.S.C., writes in the September, 1982,
The Bible Today on "Biblical Aspects of Feminine Wisdom""lady wisdom," Rahab (foresight!), Ruth (counsel), "the bride"
(command) and finally Mary as the culmination of wisdom. It is
good to note that Donal Flanagan of Ireland has begun again to
write in this field: "There was a birth certainly ... ," in The
Furrow 33 (March, 1982), on the infancy narrative. There is areply by Brendan Carbery in the June issue.
The third 1982 issue of Gregon(mum had a long article by A.
Orbe, S.J., "La Virgen Maria abogada de la Virgen Eva" (63
(1982] 453-506). It is based on book five oflrenaeus' "Detection
and Overthrow of the Knowledge Falsely So-called (Adversus
haereses)." Among many points of interest, Orbe holds a forceful meaning for the phrase "advocate of Eve": "Mary is the true
intercessor before God on behalf of the virginal sin of Eve . . .
the efficacy of Mary's intercession influences human nature itself, and undoes the knot which keeps it bound to death. Moreover, once the knot is broken, Mary's intercession then joins human flesh to Life itself." "Re-circulation" reinforces the same
theme. In reply to the abyss between the Testaments in the Marcionites and Gnostics, Irenaeus teaches their continuity (from
the English-language summary in Gregorianum):·
The retrogressive trajectory of the "sal us carnis"- from Christ to
Adam (or from the Virgin Mary to the virgin Eve)-reveals that,
just as there is no break in the continuity of the human nature
which is common to the two extremes in the masculine series (the
two Adams) and in the feminine series (the two Eves), neither is
there a break in continuity insofar as the salvific dispensation is concerned.
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The Spanish Franciscan S. Alvarez Campos has published a
sixth volume in his excellent Corpus Mananum Patnlticum:
Pars V: Scriptores on·entales qui a concilio Ephesino us~ue ad
finem saeculi VII (Burgos, 1981). The set began in 1970! previous volumes have been: I, II, III, IV I 1 and IV I 2. The lalest has
329 pages and takes the paragraphs to the cumulative ~otal of
5966. The index volume is in preparation. The Marian library
~
Medal (Dayton) was awarded Father Alvarez Campos at Saragossa, 1979. Paul Parvis, O.P., in the section "The Word Grbws" of
the English Clergy Review for September, 1982, writes: about
"The Teaching of the Fathers: The Rules .of Tyconius the Dona1
tist," rules so widely used by the Fathers and medieval writers,
often for our Lady.
·

I

4. General works, specific doctn"nes
.
As the result of a project organized through the N,ational
Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, Father Louis J. C£ameli,
spiritual director at Mundelein Seminary, Chicago, publi~hed in
1982 (by Sadlier) Mary'sjourney, the paperback which is lhe basic book for an elaborate catechetical project: Mary's}ouhtey: A
Kit for Manan Catechesis. Seven major Marian celebratibns are
included (Dec. 8, Dec. 12,Jan. 1, March 25, May 31, Abg. 15,
Sept. 8). Separate brochures are in the kit for learners an~ their
guides, in six groups: grades K-3, 4-6, Junior, High, jYoung
Adult, Adult and Families-all prepared by various expe.trts. Sister Alice Anita Murphy, C.S.J., headed the committee! which
did the preliminary work, first tried out in Philadelphia schools.
Another general title is the attractive art book Mother~~ God
(A Scala Book, Harper and Row, San Francisco, 1982), published
in time to catch the Christmas trade. The photographsjare by
Nicolas Sapieha; there is a preface by Mary Gordon, conHensed
from her article in Commonweal, January 15, 1982, "CorPing to
Terms with Mary, Meditations on Innocence, Grief and @lory,"
and a good text by Lawrence Cunningham, who has {vritten
other notable things about saints of late. The Cunning~am essays trace the role Mary has played in the Church and Western
Civilization-up to current feminist concerns.
J
Christopher O'Donnell, O.Carm., of Ireland, has the essay
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"The Holiness of Mary" in Scripture in the Church (Oct.-Dec.,
1982) 532-43, first given as a talk to the Ecumenical Society of
the B.V.M., Dublin, December 4, 1981. Giles Dimock, O.P.,
contributed the paper, "Mary, the Model of the Church Today,"
to the reborn Sacred Signs (quarterly review for liturgical arts) 5
(Christmas, 1981, whole no. 13) 24-28, reprinted in Aims: Aids
in Ministry 10 (Winter, 1982) 5-8. Pneuma. The journal of the'
Society for Pentecostal Studies has two articles on our Lady in its
fall, 1982 issue (vol. 4): Louis P. Rogge, O.Carm., "The Woman
Named Mary," 19-32 (in shorter version as "The Woman Called
Mary," in Our Lady's Digest 26 Uan.-Feb., 1982] 109-12), and
Jerry L. Sandidge, "A Pentecostal Response to Roman Catholic
Teaching on Mary," 33-42 {paper given at a meeting held in
Vienna, October, 1981, between the Christian Unity Secretariat
and representatives of leading classical Pentecostal churches).
Another charismatic publication was the book co-authored by
Gerald]. Farrell, M.M., and George W. Kosicki, C.S.B., The
Spirit and the Bride Say "Come!'' Mary's Role in the New Pentecost (A..M.I. Press, Asbury, N.J., 1981). See also Kosicki's article, "On Being a Catholic Christian" in Review for Religious 41
Ouly-August, 1982) 585-591.
·
5. Liturgy and devotion
In the January-March Revue Thomiste (v. 82, 1982, 120-49),
M.-M. Labourdette, O.P., considers recent publications fitting
the description, "popular religion and holiness." He notes the
new series of the DDB, co-edited by R. Laurentin and R. Billet,
Sanctuaires, Pelerinages, Documents. One of its titles not mentioned before in this Survey is Bernard Cousin's Notre-Dame de
Lumieres, on three centuries of devotion at the shrine in Luberon (Provence) (Paris, 1981). Michael O'Carroll, C.S.Sp., of
Dublin, has written a book in the same set on our Lady of
Knock, soon to be published. Czeslaw Drazek, S.J., writes of
the Czestochowa six-hundredth anniversary in La Ct'vtlta Cattolt'ca (7-21 Ag, 1982) 209-19, "Sei Secoli di presenza della 'Madonna Nera' a Czestochowa," and mentions that the Paulines,
custodians of the Shrine, have begun to publish Studia claramontana, of which vol. two appeared in 1981.
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Austin Lindsay, C.S.Sp., wrote "Popular Piety for thr Catechist" in Momentum 13 (December, 1982) 27-30, with Mary as
one of the illustrations. Marcel Gendrot, S.M.M., forme1r superior general, edited Make Way for jesus Christ. The Me}sage of
St. Louis de Montfort (Montfort Publications, Bay Shoref N.Y.,
1982), translated from the French by the late John Molloy,
S.M.M., an attractive book in small format with an up-~o-date
foreword. Michael Maher, M.S.C., edited Irzsh Spirituatib (Veritas, Dublin, 1981), which has the essay by Diarmuid CD Laoghaire; S.J., "Mary in Irish Spirituality," as chapter fourl(pages
47-56), originally a public lecture.
The International Commission for English in the Liturgy
(ICEL) released in July, 1982, A Book ofPrayers "for the ~onsid
eration of its member and associate member conferences 6f bishops." There is not yet an ecclesiastical approbation for th~ir use.
I was shown the book and believe you will be interested ih some
of the contents. One is the Litany of Loreto: about half the traditional invocations (which date from the 17th centud) have
been kept, new translations made for the others, e.g. , Vz}go virginum is given as "most honored of virgins," Mater adnlirabi!ts
becomes "model of motherhood." Other prayers are thb Salve
Regina (for "after this our exile" to "lead us home atjlast"); .
Memorare; the Sub tuum praesidium ("We turn to you for pro- ·
tection, holy Mother of God"); the Angelus; the Regin~ Coeli.
In each case the provisional Book ofPrayers gives the Latin or-iginal and explanatory comments for the new translation~. One
can hope that those who will contest the proposed tran~lations
(translating is a thankless task at best!) do so with as mu~h care
as the effort put into the suggested wordings.
J
A final liturgical entry is the paper by John Sullivan, q.c.D.,
·read at Saragossa, October, 1979, now printed in Carmelite
Studies 2 (1982) 274-300, "Mary, the Bees of the Exsul~et and
the Carmelites," a curious conceit about our Lady's virginity that
survived until just a few years ago, when in an age of plbralism
the Carmelite Rite was abolished.
6. Ecumenzsm
The World Council of Churches issued, in 1980, Faith and
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Order Paper no. 95 (Geneva), Intercession, by Lukas Vischer. In
chapter six there are three significant pages on the intercession
of Mary and the saints. Vischer notes that in many churches
"now as then [in past history], she stands in a special relationship of intimacy with her Son who 'pleads for us at God's right
hand.' " Yet the Reformers uniformly rejected the "idea of intercession through Mary and the saints." Is a reconciliation possible? Vischer believes so, so long as the vital aspects of the gospel be safeguarded in both positions. Christ's centrality is paramount, "the words 'in him' must be maintained in their purity
and integrity." At the same time'
... prayer to God must always be practised in fellowship with the
whole company of believers ... not just the visible company of believers at any given time .... Will the Church not remember especially those who have been and continue to be of outstanding importance for the fellowship of believers? Mary who was chosen to
become the mother of our LOrd? The apostles who preached the
Gospel? The saints and, above all,, the martyrs who bore witness to
his name? ... The Church will continue, then, to offer its prayers
and intercessions in fellowship with them.

A comparison of tw<? publications illustrates dramatically the
wide variations in Anglicanism, one by Hanson, the other by
Macquarrie. Bishop Richard Hanson's Tuohy lectures, given at
John Carroll University, Cleveland, 1979, were published as The
Continuity of Christian Doctrine (Seabury, New York, 1981).
Hanson's difficulties with the Immaculate Conception and the
Assumption are in part because of infallibility but also because
their content strikes him as discontinuous with legitimate tradition. Hence, he disagrees totally with J.H. Newman on doctrinal development, which extends as well to one of Newman's
most frequent examples, Mary's life-long virginity. Nor can
Hanson's use of Hans Kiing as proper spokesman for Catholic
Marian thought be permitted to pass without rebuttal; as E.
Yarnold commented in his review of Lampe's Explorations in
Theology (London, 1981), in The Month, October, 1982, "the
Anglican's favourite Roman, Hans Kiing." At an enormous remove from Bp. Hanson is the Anglican theologian John Mac-
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quarrie's The Glorious Assumption (1981 Assumption D~y Lee~
ture at the parish Church of St. Mary and All Saints, W~lsing
ham), as is his article, "Immaculate Conception," an address of
October 7, 1978, given in London to the Ecumenical Sodiety of
the B.V.M., and printed in Mary's Place in Christian Dz~logue,
ed. A. Stacpoole (St. Paul Publications, Middlegreen, Slough,
England, 1982).
It is possible to become a member of both the English Ecumenical Society of the B.V.M. and the American Societ~; they
are separate memberships. In both cases members rece\ve announcements of meetings and occasional publications. For England, the annual fee is currently five pounds sterlink; the
membership secretary is Mr.]. Farrelly, 11, Belmont Rd.l, Wallington, Surrey SM6 8TE, England. Another internation~l conference is planned for Easter Week, 1984, at Blackrock Cbllege,
Dublin, April 24-29, on the theme, "The Holy Spirit ahd the
Mother ofJesus." Information on the United States Sociefy is to
be had from the s~cretary, ,Miss Stephanie Pattersont 1308
Claremont Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23227.

I

7. Miscellany

From a myriad of possible miscellanY. Marian items, I offer
simply a small sampler. The burning bush is an ancient ~atristic
theme for our Lady, treasured in the liturgy, as in the Jurrent
celebration of January 1, for Mary's virginal motherhqod. A
1982 publication in Paris was Robert Pannet, Marie au Boisson
Ardent, as an element in famous pilgrimage places and Jin iconography. P. Evdokimov's Le Buisson Ardent (Paris, 198ll) was a
posthumous work of the famous Orthodox author. Thhe are
some beautiful paragraphs on the same theme in the 11ate G.
Preston, O.P.'s Hallowing the Tz'me (London and New:l York,
1980).
The Virgin ofChartres. An Intellectual and Psychological History of the Work of Henry Adams, by Joseph E. Byrnb, appeared in 1981 (Farleigh, N.J.). Henry Adams, scion of a!distinguished family, descendant of two presidents of the pnited
States, died in 1918. In a letter of 1912, he wrote, "My real comfort in life has been my volume on Chartres.'' Mabel LaFalge, his
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niece, has written that her uncle came to see in the famous St.
Gaudens sculpture of a seated hooded woman over the family
tomb in Rock Creek Cemetery, Washington, D.C., not simply
"The Peace of God," as Henry Adams first titled it, or "Grief,"
as it is also known, but the figure of the Virgin Mary.
Before the conclusion, consisting of two poems whose publishers have graciously permitted us to reprint, I would like to
mention four scholars of our Lady who died within the year:
Paul Palmer, S.J. (Mary in the Documents of the Church,
1952), Richard Kugelman, C.P. (d. October, 1981; see J.M.
Reese, O.S.F.S., "Richard Kugelman, C.P., Model ofHope," in
Biblical Theology Bulletin 12 Uuly, 1982]), and Bernard Theall,
O.S.B. (d. 3 Dec. 1982). Both Fr. Kugelman and Dom Theall
worked on the American Bishops' Be hold Your Mother. Woman
ofFaith. Also on R. Kugelman, see Kilian McGowan's tribute,
"I Am the Resurrection," in The Sign (April, 1982) 24-26. On
July 11, 1982, the distinguished scholar, Dominic]. Unger,
O.F.M.Cap., went to God; our Society honored him with its
Mariological Award in 1956.
The poem "From a Woman's Life" by Sister Maura, S.S.N.D.,
appeared in the May, 1982, issue of The Sign, the farewell number of that famous Passionist family magazine. "To An Unknown Lady" by Edward Seifert appeared in the November 27,
1982, issue of the Jesuit weekly America. They have asked we
credit them as follows: "Reprinted with permission of America
Press, Inc., 106 West 56th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019.
Copyright 1982. All rights reserved."

From a Woman's Life
What Mary knew was just
enough for the usual day:
pull water, flint fire, bake
bread, smtle, pray.
the dark orations, sleep, wake,
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wait. When pain honed a nerve,
when birth or dying clotted
an hour, she leans to the curve
of living, reszlient to fear,
laughter, suffering.
Partings are a little death.
Each one's journey is a thing
wholly without precedent.
She looked at the sky
for compass. None.
She, too, created a road to travel by.

SISTER MAURA, S.S.N.D.

To an Unknown Lady
They say I should write about pigeons and snails,
About boys in the park playing frisbee.
For them you are strange, a for-off fady,
Remote, withdrawn.
Write about bread and cheese, they say, about tomatoes
Reddening on the vine,
About buds, blossoms, and buses.
But for me, as for Rainer Maria,
You are not glory pitched on a mountain,
But a lady here at my side, a presence as potent
As rain, as warming as wine.
Like Rainer Mana let me sing
How your tears turned into blood-·
As water into wine at Cana.
Let me sing how on train rides and bus rides
Your hand slipped into mine
As we moved across time into peace.

EDWARD SEiFERT
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Further Selection of Recent Wn'tings
This appendix follows its customary order: A. Magisterium;
B. Scripture and later tradition; C. General and specific doctrines; D. Liturgy, devotion, popular piety. E. Ecumenism, F.
Miscellany. G. Very recent last-minute items.
A. MAGISTERIUM
1. John Paul II, Famtlians Consortia, in The Pope Speaks 27
(1982) 1-77, English title, The Community of the Famzly,
Nov .. 22, 1981.
2. Kevin McNamara (Bishop of Kerry), The Teaching ofPope
john Paul II. Mary, The Mother of God (Catholic Truth Society, London, 1982, pamphlet no. Do 540).
3. G. Caprile, Giovanni Paolo II, Pellegrino a Fatima, in Civzlfa Cattolica, (5 giugno 1982) 475-86.
4. J. Patrick Gaffney, S.M.M., Mana/is Cultus: Gutdelines to
Effective Preaching, in The Pn'est 38 (December, 1982)
14-18.
5. Brian Moore, S.J., Mary. A Simplified Version of Manalts
Cultus of Pope Paul VI on Devotion to the Blessed Virgin
Mary (Australian Catholic Truth Society, Nov. 15, 1974, n.
1667, Melbourne).
6. Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, Mary Teaches Us the Father's
Fondness for All People, in It Is Chnst We Preach (Daughters of St. Paul, Boston, 1982): homily at commemoration
of Our Lady of Czestochowa.
B. SCRIPTURE AND LATER TRADITION
1. V. Parkin, On the Third Day There Was a Mamage in Cana
of Gaftlee, in Insh Bib/. Studies (Belfast) 3 (1981) 134-44,
according to New Testament Abstracts no. 1, 1982, no. 167.
2. ]. Wanke, Maria im vierten Evangelium, in Theo. Prakt.
Quart. (Linz) 129 (1981) 105-113, according to New Testament Abstracts, no. 1, 1982, no. 165.
3. Raymond E. Brown, New Testament Essays (Paulist, New
York, 1982): reprinted articles, various references to our
Lady.
4. J. Fitzmyer, To Advance the Gospel: New Testament Stud-
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6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
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ies (Crossroad, New York, 1981): collected essays, induding
The Virginal Conception ofjesus in the New Testa}nent.
Costante Berselli and Georges Gharib, editors, S{ng the
joys of Mary. Hymns from the First Mtllenium of the Eastern and Western Churches (St. Paul Publications, Middlegreen, Slough, England, 1982). The same editors add same
publisher, but 1981: In Praise of Mary. Hymns frbm the
First Mtllenium the Eastern and Western Churches, kith 39
· f
miniatures in full-color plates.
] .E. Bickersteth, Unedited Greek Homtlies (acep,'halous,
anonymous or attributed to john Chrysostom) for Festivals
ofthe Virgin Mary, in Orient. chris. period. 46,(1980)
474-80, according to Bull sign (1981), n. 5314.
].B. Valvekens, Spiritus Sanctus et B. Deipara-Virgp apud
auctores Praemonstratenses saec. duodecimi, potilsimum
apud Phtlippum de Harveng, in Analecta Praemonltratensia (Be/g) 57 (1981) 101-13, according to Bull sign 1j(1982),
n. 778.
C. Niezgoda, La theologie et Ia mariologie de Saint Antoine
de Padoue (d. 1231}, in Collectanea theologica 51! (1981)
69-83: in Polish, from Warsaw, according to Bull sign, n.
527.
A. Sierra-Martinez, El culto a Maria en Gabriel Vazquez,
SJ., in Arch. teo/. gran. 43 (1980) 73-89.
J
M. Gilbert, S.J., L'exegese spirituelle de Montfort, in Nouvelle revue theologique 104 (Nov.-Dec., 1982) 678}91: on
the neglected masterpiece of St. De Montfort, The 'Love of
Eternaf Wisdom.
Leon 0 Broin, Frank Duff, in The Furrow 33 Oune, 1982)
3 51-3 57: on the late founder of The Legion of Ma!y.

c.

I

I

I

GENERAL AND SPECIFIC DOCTRINES
1. To date five volumes have been published by the International Pontifical Marian Academy, Rome, of the acfp of the
1975 congress held in Rome, on the theme, De cultu mariana saeculis XII-XV: II. De quaestionibus particklaribus
cultum mart"anum attinentibus, de cultu mariana t'n Con1
cilia Bastleense, in liturgt"a et in paraliturgt"a (1981); III. De
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cultu mariana in nationibus et in Ordinibus religiosis
(1979); IV. De cultu manana apud scriptores eccleszasticos
saec. xi'i-xzii' (1980); V. De cultu manana apudscri'ptores ecclesiasticos saec. XIV-XV (1981); VI. De cultu manana in
litterarum studzis et in arte religiosa (1981).
2. Barbara Albrecht, Mary in the Teaching of the Church, in
Mount Carmel (England) 28 (1980) 130-48; 29 (1981)
87-98, 142-153; translated from German.
3. John V. Sheridan, Mary, Mother of All (Liguori Publications, Liguori, Mo., 1979): pamphlet; and Mary the Mother
of Christ (Chervo Books, Malibu, CA), transcript of a talk
given in 1979.
.
4. Hubert van Zeller, O.S.B., To Be in Chnst (SPCK, London, 1979), much on our Lady.
5. A. Houssiau, S.J., The Virgin Birth of Christ, is chap. five
in The Incarnation. Ecumenical Studies in the Nicene-Constanti'nopolitan Creed A.D. 381, ed. by Thos. F. Torrance
(Edinburgh, 1981), pp. 111-26.
6.]. Winandy, O.S.B., Note complementaire sur Ia conception virginale dans le N. T. in NRT, 104 (Mai-juillet, 1982)
425-30.
7. W. Baier, Anton Berlages Votum fur die Dogmatzsierung
der unbefleckten Empfongnzs Man'ens vomjahre 1852. Bin
Beitrag zur Man'ologie vor 1854, in a Festschrift for Bishop
R. Graber edited by J. Auer, F: Mussner and G. Schwaiger,
pp. 269-280.
8. K. Bormann, johannes Duns Scotus zur Lehre von der Immaculata Conceptio Mariae, in Wzssenschaft und Weisheit
44 (1981) 45-58, according to Bull sign (1982), n. 903.
9. Jean Borella, L'Espn't saint, Ia Tn'nite et I'Immaculee Conception, in La pensee catholique, no. 196 Gan.-Fev., 1982)
31-44.
10. I Tn!thowan, "Automatic" Grace and Original Sin, in
Downside Review 98 (1980) 243-56, according to Bull sign
(1981), n. 4121, also on the Immaculate Conception.
11. L. Gedda, L'Immacolata Concezione di Maria e Ia scienza
genetica, in Divinitas 25 (1981) 259-63, according to Bull
szgn.
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12. ] . Stohr, La virginal Madre de Dios y Ia impecabilidad de Ia ,
Iglesia, in J.L. Illanes, editor, Etica y telogia ante ~a cnsis
1
contemporanea. I simposio internacional de teologia (Univ.
de Navarra, Pamplona, 1980), pp. 513-28.
13. D. Bertetto, II rapporto di efficienza tra Maria e Ia!1Chiesa
secondo gl£ Atti del Concilio Vaticano II, in Salesianum 43
(1981) 237-74, according to Bull sign (1982), n. 14p6.
14. E. Hamel, Man·e et I'Eucharistie. A propos d'un texte de
Saint Ignace, in Cah. spirit. !gnat. Canad. 5 (19811 n. 17)
3-13, according to Bull sign (1981), n. 7523.

I

D. LITURGY, DEVOTION, POPULAR PIETY
·
1. Sister M. Cecily Boulding, O.P., With Mary through the
Year, in Mount Carmel (England) 30 (Spring, 1982): 27-38.
2. A. Derey, L'Angelus Office liturgique, in Questions liturgiques (Louvain) 62 (1981) 155-60, according to Bkll sign
(1~8~), n. 421.
.
..
· ~ .,
3. Wtlham E. Coleman, editor, Phtlzppe de Mezzere1' Campaign for the Feast of Mary's Presentation (Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, Toronto, 1981): Torontd Medieval Latin Texts, 11.
J
4. ·Cardinal Pironio, joyful in Hope (St. Paul Publiaations,
Middlegreen, Slough, England, from the ltalian,l1978):
conferences to religious; much on our Lady, as the chapter
Our Lady's Easter, on the Assumption.
f
5. John H. Wright, A Theology of Chnstian Prayer (1ueblo,
New York, 1979): the Virgin Mary is among the examples
of New Testament people at prayer.
6. Eamon R. Carroll, 0. Carm. , Carmel and Our Lady, chapter
in Michael D. Griffin, O.C.D., editor, Welcome }o Carmel. A Handbook for Aspirants to the Discalced Ca}melite
Secular Or4er (Washington, D.C., 1982), pp. 1P-J132.
7. H. Jechova, Le Message biblique et ses metamorf_hoses:
/'expression lynque dans les litteratures tcheque et polonaise au Moyen Age, in Canadian Review of Com}.arative
Literature (1980) 367-379, according to Bull sign (12,•82), n.
884: three Planctus.
8. G. Besutti, O.S.M., Santuan· e pellegn"naggi nella pieta

I

I
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mariana, in Lateranum, n.s. anno xlviii (1982) 454-504.
9. Francis Johnson, The Wonder of Guadalupe. The Origin
and Cult of the Miraculous Image of the Blessed Virgin in
Mexico (Tan Books, Rockford, Illinois, 1981).
10. P. Verdier, Le couronnement de Ia Vierge. Les origines et
les premiers developpements d'un theme iconographique
(Inst. d'etudes medievales Albert le-Grand, Montreal, also
Vrin, Paris, 1980).
11. Peter H. Huyck, Scnptural Meditations for the Rosary with
Reflections by Pope john XXIII (Twenty-third Publications,
Mystic, CT, 1982): pamphlet.
12. Gabriel Harty, O.P., Rediscovenng the Rosary (Veritas,
DtJ.blin, 1982).
13. ]. Jaouen, M.S., La grace de LaSalette au regard de I'Eglise
(Assn. des Pelerins de LaSalette, 1981): third edition; original was 1946, with preface by Jean Stern, M.S.
14. M. Nassan, S.J., Meditating on Mary (Catholic Truth Society, London, 1981): pamphlet no. D532; 25 meditations.
15. Patrick Marnham, Lourdes: A Modern Ptlgn·mage: now in
Image paperback from :Ooubleday, Garden City, N.Y.,
1982.
16. R. Brennan, O.F.M.Cap., Love Chnst as Mary Did, the May,
1982 (issue 57) Priestly Heart Newsletter (Buffalo, N.Y.).
E. ECUMENISM
Along with its Newsletter, three times a year, members of the
Ecumenical Society of the Blessed Virgin Mary (of England) receive occasional other publications: as these two:
1. Edward Knapp-Fisher (Bishop of Pretoria, long-time member of the Anglican/Roman Catholic International Commission), Prospects for Unity. An Anglican View (address to
the Society, March, 1981, published August, 1982).
2. ]. Neville Ward, Mary: Intercessor (address of September
25, 1982, publishedJanuary, 1983).
3. International Ecumenical Conference. Theme: "Looking
Forward," the papers of the London-Oxford meeting of the
Ecumenical Society, held September, 1979, were previously
published in One in Christ (1980: nos. 1 and 2) and can
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now be had separately, with a foreword in tribute to the
founder of the Society, H. Martin Gillett (d. 1980),. by Alberic Stacpoole, O.S.B.
John Macquarrie, Glorious Assumption (Walsingham Vicarage, Norfolk): this Assumption day lecture, 1981, iJ joined
by two other titles from the same annual occasioh: The
Centrality of Mary, by E.L. Mascall, and The Assufnption,
by Edward Yarnold, S.J.
Michael Perham, The Communion of Saints (Alcuin Club,
SPCK, London, 1980): Alcuin Club collections, no~ 62.
Philip H. Pfatteicher (Lutheran), Proclamation: Aids for Interpreting the Lessons of the Church Year. The Les}er Festivals I (Fortress, Philadelphia, 1975): Visitation, ~eb. 2,
March 25; in The Lesser Festivals II, August 15, on oJr Lady.
P. Podipara, La mariologia della Chiesa Siro-orientafe (Caldea), in Studi e ricerche sui/' Oriente cristiano (iR.oma),
1980, n. 3, 49-63, according to Bull sign (1981), n;. 1591.
P. Meinhold, Die Marienverehrung im Verstiindnis:der Reformatoren des 16. jahrhunderts, in Saeculum (Freiburg/
Germany) 32 (1981) 53-58, .according to Bull stgn!(1982),
n. 2957; by the late Lutheran scholar.
A. Mauder, Maria: Herausforderung und Bam'ere. {jberlegungen zu einem gemeinsamen Dialog uber die Stellung
Martens im Heilswerk, in Matenaldienst Konfessiohskundlichen Instituts Bensheim 32 (1981) 50-55, accorHing to
Bull sign (1982), n. 179.
J
Pere Hilarion, La veneration de Ia Mere de Die~ et des
saints dans I'Eglise orthodoxe, in Messager de I'Exarchat du
Patnarche Russe en Europe Occidentale (Paris), 1980-81,
28-29, nn. 105-108, pp. 91-107, according to Bull(sign.
Archb. John Maximovitch (d. 1966), Orthodox Veneration
ofthe Mother of God (Saint Herman Press, Platina, ;california, advertised in January, 1982, as newly reprinteH). ·
S. DeFiores, S.M.M., Mane dans Ia religion popu4ire (copublished by Desclee de Brouwer and Cahiers lvfarials, ·
Paris, 1982}: latest in the set Voici ta mere, reprinted mostly
from Cahiers Marials, plus the conference given ~t Saragossa, October, 1979.

I
f

I

9.

10.

11.
12.
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F. MISCELLANY
1. Robin Maas, Mary, jesus and the Nuclear Family, in The
Living Light 18 (Spring, 1981) 75-80.
2. Cahiers de I'Universite St. jean de]erusalem, 1980, n. 6, a
"colloque" held in Paris, 15-17 June 1979 on "Le combat
pour L'ame du monde. Urgence de la sophiologie," with P.
Deghaye, Marie dans /'oeuvre di]acob Boehme (117-34),
G. Durand, La Vierge Marie et l'ame du monde (135-67),
according to Bull sign (1981), hn. 2546 ff.
3. M. del Vescovo, Un "giuramento deii'Immacolata" nel Regno di Napolt~ in Divinitas 25 (1981) 224-7, according to
Bull sign (1981), n. 8208: from the years 1618 and 1668,
with the purpose more political than pious.
4. Francis A. Carbine, When Heav'n Bids Come, Who Can
Say No?, in Fidelity 1 (August, 1982) 16, single-page article
accompanying the woodcut on p. 17, by Robert F. McGovern, "The Queen Takes Her Place in Gladness andJoy," title of article is from Richard Crashaw's hymn on the Assumption.
5. Ann W. Astell, Good Friday and Easter, 2 Sonnets for
Mary, in Theology Today 3 Oanuary, 1983) 409 ff: poems
accompanied by illustrations from Michelangelo and Duc,cio di Buoninsegna; the two sonnets are Pieta and A Mother's Secret.
6. Dominique Bertrand, S.J., Les mains de /'Assumption, in
Chnstus (Paris), n. 116; with illustrations from T. Riemenschneider, A. Rodin, Diirer.
7. Jane Dammen McAuliffe, Chosen ofAll Women: Mary and
Fatima in Qur-anic Exegests, in Islamochnstiana (Rome) 7
(1981) 19-28, according to journal ofEcumenical Studies 19
(Fall, 1982) 845.
8. Cahiers de ]osephologie 30 Oan.-Juin, 1982: 1) much on
our Lady.
9. Albert]. Hebert, S.M., Mary Our Blessed Mother (A Second Volume of Man(m Poems) (from the author, Paulina,
La., 1982); and earlier poems by this Marist writer, as Mary
Our Blessed Lady (Exposition Press, N.Y., 1970) and A
Chnst-Ftlled World (Exposition, New York, 1971).
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G. LAST-MINUTE ITEMS
1. Our Lady's Digest, quarterly from P.O. Box 1022 Twin
Lakes, Wisconsin 53181: well-chosen materials from1 many
countries, plus original articles, for example, 37j (Fall,
1982): C. O'Donnell, O.Carm., Mary and Her So!J; J.P.
Kenny, S.J., Mary at Cana . .Winter, 1982-83: E.R. <Earroll,
O.Carrh., In the Company of Mary; Catherine Rynrle, Appantions of Our Lady in Europe. Spring, 1983: C~rdinal
Manning, Mary and the Holy Spirit; Kilian Lynch,
}
O.Carm., Mary in Our Lives.
2. Carlo Carretto, Blessed Are You Who Believed ~Orbis,
Maryknoll, N.Y., 1983): urging the reader to share the author's rediscovery of Mary as "the sister of my heah, the
companion of my pilgrimage, my teacher in faith."l
3. Hans Urs von Balthasar, The Threefold Garland (Ignatius
Press, San Francisco, 1983): on the rosary, translated by
Erasmo Leiva.
4. James M. Deschene, O.S.B., Mary: Contemplative Realist:
Notes on Feminine Spiritt;talt'ty, in Studies in For'mative
Spirituality (Duquesne Univ.), 4 (May, 1983) 201-2'05.
5. This entry and the next few are all as advertised by t~e Centro Mariano Monfortano of Rome, in the new set Diamanti
di Spintualita: (no. 1) Tommaso da Kempis, Imztazi·one di
Maria; (no. 2) Giovanni Ecolampadio, I/ lode di ldio in
mana; (no. 3) Michele di S. Agostino, Vita mariaJorme;
(no. 5) S. Luigi di Montfort', II segreto di maria; (nd. 9) S.
Massimiliano Kolbe, Chi set~ o immacolata?
6. The Acts of the Wollongong Marzan Congress (Diocese of
Wollongong, New South Wales, Australia, 1982): frbm the
congress on our Lady and the Eucharist, held June,11981:
among the papers, the main congress conference~ Hail,
True Body, Born of the Virgin Mary, by Eamon R. G:arroll,
O.Carm.
.
f

I
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EAMON R. CARROLL, O.<EARM.
Professor of Theology · f
Loyola University of Chicago
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